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The era of mobile and ubiquitous applications
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A world full of smart devices and mobile/ubiquitous applications, powered by the rapid advancements 
of computing (cloud, accelerators), wireless communication (5G and beyond, WIFI6, BLE), 

and artificial intelligence (deep learning, reasoning)

5G IoT hardware unit sales for Industry 4.0 are expected to grow by 100x in the coming decade. 

Andreas Behrendt, Enno de Boer, Tarek Kasah, Bodo Koerber, Niko Mohr, and Gérard Richter. Leveraging Industrial IoT and advanced 
technologies for digital transformation. McKinsey White Paper, Feb 2021.



Computing demands/requirements
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Much increased data volume 

(Video/audio streams, sensor/LiDAR, etc.)

Much increased computational complexity 

(Modern learning applied on big data)

Bounded latency becomes a key concern 

(“Realtime goes Internet!”)

Growing importance of mission-critical applications 

(Safety, reliability, and security)

from these mobile/ubiquitous applications



Computing status-quo: two extremes
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On-device computing


- Low latency

- No network bottleneck

- Degraded service quality (limited computing 

power → DNN models being compressed, 
pruned, or quantized)

Cloud computing


- High service quality

- High bandwidth consumption (data streaming)

- High and uncertain latency (best-effort nature of 

the Internet)

©Curl Labs

©eduCBA



Modern distributed computing continuum
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Edge (PoP, cellular 
base stations, APs)

5G

WiFi

V2X

Devices (mobile/
wearables, robots, CPS)

Cloud (centralized 
data centers)

LoRa

covering a wide range of tradeoffs between latency and service quality



Outline
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What constitutes an edge infrastructure? 
(Device types, deployment, coverage)

1

2 How to achieve general-purpose edge computing? 
(Programming model, storage, resource management)

3 Other ongoing research on edge computing 
(Edge video analytics, deep learning inference)
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cyber-physical systems)



What does edge sound like to you?
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What is considered part of the “edge” and what not?



What does edge sound like to you?
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Mobile/IoT 

(End-devices that are 

tailored for specific use 
cases)

Network Devices  
(Routers/switches that can 

perform computation)

Edge Servers/DCs  
(Purposefully deployed 
computing resources at 

the edge)

What is considered part of the “edge” and what not?



What does edge sound like to you?
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Mobile/IoT 

(End-devices that are 

tailored for specific use 
cases)

Network Devices  
(Routers/switches that can 

perform computation)

Edge Servers/DCs  
(Purposefully deployed 
computing resources at 

the edge)

We focus on the edge infrastructure



The case for an urban edge infrastructure
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Existing urban infrastructure: cellular base stations, home/public WiFi, and street lamps  
→ transferable in real-world

Julien Gedeon, Michael Stein, Jeff Krisztinkovics, Patrick Felka, Katharina Keller, Christian Meurisch, Lin Wang, Max Mühlhäuser.

From Cell Towers to Smart Street Lamps: Placing Cloudlets on Existing Urban Infrastructures, IEEE/ACM Symposium on Edge Computing, 2018.



Characteristics of platforms
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Cellular base stations WiFi routers Street lamps

Density Low High Medium

Ownership Mobile ISP ISP, business, or private Municipal

Access technology 4G/5G WiFi WiFi

Communication range High Low Low-medium

Computing resources High Low-medium Low

Costs High Low-medium Low

Leverage the heterogeneity for a targeted optimization of edge node placement



Coverage analysis
Coverage definitions


- Spatial coverage: the fraction of area covered by edge nodes


- Point coverage: the fraction of recorded locations of mobile users that are covered by edge nodes


- Path coverage: the fraction of user moving path that are covered by edge nodes


- Time coverage: the fraction of time of a user covered by edge nodes
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Dataset
A city in Germany with around 150K population


AP locations

- Cellular base stations: obtained from the Federal Network Agency


- WiFi routers: obtained using a wardriving approach


- Street lamps: obtained from the street lighting company


User mobility traces

- Kraken.me tracing framework for mobile applications


- Ingress game (a mobile AR game) data: portals publicly available 


- Generated mobility traces: CrowdSenSim simulator
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Coverage with individual platforms
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What is the percentage of selected APs to upgrade with edge nodes in order to achieve full coverage?

Cellular base stations (low number but high comm range), WiFi routers (high number but low comm. 
range), street lamps (low number and low comm. range)

Overall, good coverage (80%) can be achieved with a small percentage (20%) of upgrading already



Coverage with mixed deployment
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What is the percentage of selected APs to upgrade with edge nodes in order to achieve full coverage?

Observations: (1) Higher coverage is achieved when we consider path/point/time coverage 
metric since users are centralized in certain areas. (2) Overall good coverage can be 

achieved in all considered scenarios varying the platform composition.



Coverage improvement with targeted placement
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Comparison of utility (cost + QoS) with different placement strategies: 
RND (random), GC (greedy-min-cost), GSCORE (workload-aware) 

: number of locations, : tradeoff parameterK !

Overall, workload-aware placement helps with QoS optimization significantly.



Outline
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What constitutes an edge infrastructure? 
(Device types, deployment, coverage)

1

2 How to achieve general-purpose edge computing? 
(Programming model, storage, resource management)

3 Other ongoing research on edge computing 
(Edge video analytics, in-network computing, 
cyber-physical systems)



What do developers wish?
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App1 App3App2

Developers are only interested in the application 
logic and/or QoS of their applications.

Distributed infrastructure brings an 
extremely high level of complexity: 

heterogeneity, distribution, and locality.

“Edge Operating System”

App1 App3App2

Programming model

Resource management



Current IoT application development paradigm
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Assume we want to develop an IoT application involving three entities:

IoT sensor 

(low-level C programming on 

microcontrollers)

Cloud 

(advanced programing paradigms 

with serverless computing/
microservice)

Mobile 

(medium-level programming 

with languages like Java)

Current mentality: the application has to be split onto different platforms and 
programmed separately → high complexity and high maintenance cost



An edge-centric programming model
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IoT sensor Cloud Mobile 

Edge Compile and partition

Dynamic loading

Challenges: (1) heterogeneity in native code generation and migration, (2) 
distributed state management, (3) resource scheduling

Dynamic loading Dynamic loading

Code written in high-
level language



Distribute state management at the edge
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Edge node

Edge

5G

WiFi

V2X

Shared application 
data/state

Client

Cloud

Synchronization

An edge-native storage service for synchronizing state/data across the different devices/platforms

Animesh Trivedi*, Lin Wang*, Henri Bal, Alexandru Iosup. Sharing and Caring of Data at the Edge, 
USENIX Workshop on Hot Topics in Edge Computing (HotEdge), 2020.



Griffin: a multi-consistent distributed edge storage service
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Edge

1

2

3

1

2

3

Multi-consistency declarative API

■ Tradeoffs between latency and consistency [Terry et al. SOSP'13]


■ Timestamp-based conflict resolution

■ Reduce (de)serialization cost

Model-based resource management

■ Graph-based models for heterogeneous resources

■ Adaptive optimization mechanisms

Real-time monitoring

■ Infrastructure-centric latency/resources monitoring

■ Mobility monitoring/prediction

Under development with Giulia Frascaria, Animesh Trivedi



Edge resource management
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Lin Wang, Lei Jiao, Ting He, Jun Li, Henri Bal. Service Placement for Collaborative Edge Applications, IEEE 
Transactions on Networking (ToN), vol. 29(1), pp. 34-47, 2021.

Edge network

Service entity

Edge node

End-device

Social interactions



Evaluation results
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Edge locations: Starbucks shops (WiFi)

User locations and interactions: Twitter dataset

ITEM achieves almost optimal results in terms of 
cost optimization in resource scheduling



Edge resource management: workload migration
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No assumption on 

user mobility patterns

Contributions: bounded-performance dynamic resource allocation algorithm under arbitrary user mobility

Lin Wang, Lei Jiao, Jun Li, Julien Gedeon, Max Mühlhäuser. MOERA: Mobility-agnostic Online Resource Allocation for Edge Computing, IEEE 
Transactions on Mobile Computing (TMC), vol. 18(8), pp.1843-1856, 2019.
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(Programming model, storage, resource management)

3 Other ongoing research on edge computing 
(Edge video analytics, in-network computing, 
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Ongoing research in edge computing
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5G

WiFi

V2X

LoRa

Edge AI inference (video 
analytics) systems

Distributed 
programming for in-
network computing 
with programmable 

switches

Self-sustainable 
cyber-physical 

systems

❶

❷

❸

Edge (PoP, cellular 
base stations, APs)

Cloud (centralized 
data centers)

Devices (mobile/
wearables, CPS, robots)



Summary
Mobile and ubiquitous applications have proliferated


- Challenges on computing: large volume, high complexity, latency-sensitive, and mission-critical


- Computing is evolving towards a distributed computing continuum


What constitutes the edge?

- An urban edge infrastructure: cellular base stations, WiFi routers, and street lamps


- Coverage analysis for platform upgrading (equipping with edge nodes)


How to enable general-purpose edge computing?

- Programming model: an edge-centric model


- Distributed state management: edge-native storage service


- Resource management: mobility, distribution, heterogeneity


Other research: edge video analytics, in-network computing, cyber-physical systems
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